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Twisting Pixels Announces the Shipping of Four New Applications/Plugins for
Photography and Design

Four incredible new applications/photoshop plugins for photography and design. PixelSampler
is 9 free filters for photographers. PixelCreation includes 18 special effects like clouds,
moonglow, starry night, northern lights. PixelPaper is a collection that turns images into
folded, crinkled, curled, bent, and wavy paper.PixelPack1 includes LabelMaker, RockCandy,
Texturizer,Extrude, and Stain.

Las Vegas,NV (PRWEB) May 23, 2006 -- Twisting Pixels is pleased to announce the release of major new
design applications called PixelCreation, PixelPack 1, PixelPaper, and PixelSampler. Twisting Pixels products
include feature rich visual effect filters that modify and enhance any image to achieve an artistic end result.

PixelCreation, PixelPack1, PixelPaper, and PixelSampler are built upon an interactive framework that allows
the user to draw onscreen to manipulate the images in a dynamic, easy to understand manner. For example,
users can interactively create fluffy clouds, romantic moons, or celestial constellations by just by placing them
over the image. All products come with a very easy and intuitive preset system that allows the user to create
unlimited possibilities and variations and ships with just under 100 presets already created.

PixelCreation is a powerhouse of 18 visual and tonal enhancement filters. This suite is designed to allow the
user to create fabulously fluffy clouds, incredible moons, spectacular constellations, and celestial skies with
easy to use tools.

PixelPaper is a remarkable collection of filters that turn your images into folded, crumpled, crinkled, curled,
bent, and wavy pieces of paper. All these filters include realistic lighting and textures.

PixelPack 1 is a collection of fun filters that add a little flare to any project. The filters include RockCandy,
Extrude, Label Maker, Stain, and Texturizer.These filters also include realistic lighting and textures.

PixelSampler is a truly revolutionary concept in that it brings 9 incredible photography filters to any design
project, while being completely free for the end user. A truly extraordinary value!

Twisting Pixels, LLC. is a corporation composed of some of the best engineers, artists, and marketing brought
together to create a realistic and fantastic experience for the end user. Company headquarters are located just
outside of the beautiful Las Vegas,NV and have been in business of ‘twisting pixels’ since 1991.

For press kits, free evaluation products and detailed marketing information please contact our marketing team.
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Contact Information
Kristina Foxworthy
TWISTING PIXELS, LLC
http://www.twistingpixels.com
702-987-4961

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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